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Toward a Brief Manifesto on Photography

In order to formulate a binding stand

made of real materials. It cannot be reduced

with regard to the photographs in the

to a state of semblance only. As a mere

exhibition, one must first acknowledge that

image, every photograph strives to lure

the word “photography” today refers to

the viewer into a rectangle, a frame, as an

a very broad spectrum of rather loosely

extra-spatial, extra-temporal pillory, as an

connected practices. Any attempt to

experience whose apathy captures every

define photography as a differentiated,

viewer in the limbo of a vectorial world.

independent ontological category can no
longer rely on the Barthean scheme of

The most important question that ought

“that-has-been” or “that-has-been-there”

to be asked about photography is not

with regard to the photograph; it must refer

a question of inherence (What is the

to photography itself as a “has-been-there”

meaning? An infinite presence, according

and also, perhaps, as “has-been.” Hence,

to aesthetic formalism, or an ideology-

all the works in the exhibition—as reflexive,

driven, use-dependent mobile state), but

dynamic, and universal as they may be—

rather a question of specificity: What kind

outline not only feasibility, a state of mind,

of physical space and what kind of social

or a cross section, but mainly the possibility

space do different photographs generate

of Israeli photography in relation to adjacent

and sustain around themselves? An image

disciplines and in relation to itself.

space? A material space? Or a space of
diffusion where these work together like

And if it “has-been” at all, then in most

two lobes of a single brain? Oscillating

cases what has been here is not an act

like a pendulum between appearance and

of photography or an instance of being

disappearance, as concurrent presence

photographed (these are all restricted to

within and without a picture, as both the

an anecdote and are bound to the here-

part and its maker—the exhibition, through

and-now, to the there-and-then). The sole

the works it brings together, strives to

event that has been and may be again in the

lay the groundwork for reading the use

future, is the emergence of a photograph

of abstraction tools in photography not

(sometimes as a tableau), and the way in

necessarily as a reference to the real world,

which this event and the circumstances

but mainly as concretizations of the pictorial

that preceded it were registered in matter;

possibilities contained within photography.

for when we dub the photograph a mere

Every image needs a real existence, and

image, we are confusing one real world

a real world cannot be transformed into a

with another, one concrete universe with

world of images only. It is here that the true

another. Ultimately, every photograph

significance of these photographs lies, for

transpires in a three-dimensional world

they embody the understanding that every

(or four-dimensional, if we consider the

image always and necessarily relies on its

temporal dimension as substance), and is

constituent materials.
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